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Interconnecting Geology, Biology
and a Global Pandemic:
Questions of Our Origins Closely Linked to COVID-19
Kuhan Chandru
“What’s the point of knowing where life comes from?”
“What’s the point of exploring space to search for life?”
“How does your science help humanity?”
As an astrobiologist who focuses on deciphering the origins of life, I do struggle to answer such
fundamental and yet (somewhat) justified questions, considering that astrobiology is an
interdisciplinary science that aims to describe the connection of life on Earth with the observable
universe. Usually, I would argue that all science and innovation are important to drive progression in our
society. In essence, asking fundamental questions about nature usually brings tremendous application once
established. While astrobiology is a relatively young field and therefore has no such outcomes yet, there
are lessons we can take from other, more mature fields. For example, geology and microbiology research
questions have unknowingly but significantly contributed to the COVID-19 situation we are facing at present.
We start with the theory of plate tectonics, i.e., the geological theory that describes Earth’s solid outer
crust, where the lithosphere is separated into plates and slowly glides over the upper molten portion of
the mantle (Figure 1). Plate tectonics (Figure 2) started as a hypothesis in 1879 and was further developed
to become a more formulated theory in the 50s. During that time, geologists predicted that because
of plate tectonics, hydrothermal vents, i.e., deep-sea hot springs at spreading ridges and convergent plate
boundaries, should also exist (Figure 3).

Figure 1: The internal layers of Earth.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structure_of_Earth
(Credit: Kelvinsong)

Figure 2: Plate tectonics of earth.
Source: https://www.mapsofworld.com/answers/ geography/whatare-plate-tectonics/
(Credit: Maps of World)
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Although scientists had been actively searching for hydrothermal vents since the early 60s, it wasn’t until
1977, that their existence was confirmed using the famous submersible, Alvin (Figure 4). Once the existence
of hydrothermal vents was confirmed, geologists were in awe that the same vents, reaching about 2-4 km
deep into the oceans and being devoid of any light, hosted a thriving ecology (Figure 5).

Figure 3: Photograph of a hydrothermal vent
Source: http://www.sci-news.com/biology/life-hydrothermal-vents-07772.html
(Credit: Oregon State University / CC BY-SA 2.0)

Figure 4: The submersible, Alvin that discovered the first hydrothermal vents
Source: https://www.whoi.edu/what-we-do/explore/underwater-vehicles/
hov-alvin/history-of-alvin/
(Credit: Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution)

Figure 5: Life around the vents.
Source: https://oceantoday.noaa.gov/lifeonavent/
(Credit: Ocean Today)
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Before this discovery, the theoretical existence of life was limited to places where the sun
powers the food chain for life (through photosynthesis), hence, overlooking sun-depleted places and the
possibility to host life there. Soon after this shocking discovery, biologists and chemists started to study this
newly uncovered ecosystem. Ultimately, they found that the source of energy for this ecosystem is coming
from the vents itself, where in turn, native vent microbes harvest energy from local inorganic chemical
reactions instead of the Sun’s radiance. These microbes provided the basis of the vent’s food chain.
Some of these heat-loving microbes (thermophiles) function under extremely hot conditions of around
100 ºC. I can still vividly remember when I was a 10-year-old boy, my Amma mentioned to me that boiling
water won’t kill microbes anymore. She was already referring to the discovery of thermophilic
hydrothermal microorganisms during that time. This discovery made major headlines, where
thermophiles along with other organisms (vertebrates and invertebrates) in the hydrothermal vents, have
officially widened the limits of life and encouraged some microbiologists to dig deeper with their own
low-profile discovery of thermophiles from terrestrial hot springs, another place where plate tectonics is
associated with.
Enter Thermus aquaticus, a thermophile discovered at the hot spring in the Yellowstone Park in 1969,
published in a mundane 3.217 impact factor (2017) Journal of Bacteriology, 8 years before the
hydrothermal vent frenzy. The microbe possesses a special enzyme termed Taq polymerase that is
abundantly used to elongate DNA in labs all over the
world, because it functions well at high temperatures.
This enzyme was isolated in 1976 and was published
“I can still vividly remember
the same Journal of Bacteriology. This soon-to-bewhen I was a 10-year-old boy, in
special enzyme was later introduced into the
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) protocol in the late
my Amma mentioned to me
80s. PCR is a technique to amplify isolated DNA (from any
that boiling water won’t kill
organism), to simplify the study for genetic characterizations. However, the early protocol was not reliable, as this
microbes anymore.”
technique needs to heat DNA up to ~ 70 ºC for proper use.
- Kuhan Chandru
This is a very critical temperature for the protocol to
work but it also denatures proteins, and a common
polymerase being a protein, suffers from inactivation through denaturation, thus derailing the early PCR’s
protocol. The protocol was about to be scrapped until Taq polymerase was implemented in the PCR
protocol. Taq polymerase secured the reliable amplification of DNA fragments since it didn’t suffer from
denaturation at the required high temperature, thus making rapid and accurate analysis. These enhanced PCR
protocols, harnessing the thermostable Taq polymerase, went on to accelerate the field of molecular
biology since then.
Nowadays, the Taq polymerase and its stable derivatives are indispensable for running a PCR, which is
in turn, the go-to technique to detect pathogens in infected individuals. In the current pandemic we are
facing, we are witnessing how PCR (in the form of Reverse Transcription (RT)-PCR), is being used to detect
active COVID-19 infections.
Now, take a brief moment to reflect on how a pandemic world would be without those geologists and
biologists asking fundamental questions that intertwined and led to the discovery of Taq polymerase?
Imagine, if someone asks those same geologists why their science is of any use or why seeking the
hydrothermal vents is important; or for the biologist, why is it important and worth supporting the
discovery of other forms of life on Earth or even in terrestrial hot springs and hydrothermal vents?
These sorts of questions are related to monetary funding for basic research, and I am sure these
scientists must have struggled to answer these questions.
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Though having foresight or “vision” is an important attribute for a scientist, no one can go into the future to
know for certain. In fact, their work would not have even predicted that, at present, is having an impact with
the pandemic. However, it certainly can be argued, that the discovery of Taq polymerase has the element
of luck and that not all fundamental science will bring such a successful outcome. While this is indeed true,
one can also argue that failures are informative, that drives research ideas for success as well. While the
conundrum of which research idea to fund is on the shoulders of granting agencies, perhaps it’s worth
rethinking how to increase the odds of success and embracing new and radical ideas. Indeed, most new and
radical ideas would most likely fail the test of time, however, that one winner would certainly pay off those
dues, and might save humankind, not necessarily in the coming years, but in decades to come as well, for
future problems that are unknown to us now, similar to our COVID-19 situation, as to how geology and
microbiology kickstarted the Coronavirus detection using PCR protocols. And, not to mention that the first
description of Thermus aquaticus and the isolation of its Taq polymerase were both published in a “low”
impact journal.
I’m sure that the reader, you, maybe wondering why am I telling this story, considering that I’m an
astrobiologist. Let me end on how this is all connected to astrobiology. Firstly, hydrothermal vents
are speculated to be the place where life arose before the ozone layer was formed. Without an ozone
layer, UV-rays easily penetrate the ocean destroying organic compounds, among them, are many
life-essential biomolecules. Secondly, the metal’s motifs of minerals detected in hydrothermal vents are
incorporated in key (metallo) enzymes across all life forms, and even us, humans too. Thirdly, being deep
down in the vents, early life must have utilized chemosynthesis to harness energy as well. Genetic mapping
methods show that present-day chemosynthetic vent microbes are ancient organisms, being placed near
the roots in the tree of life. Viruses are also ancient and speculated to be intermediates that introduced DNA
to all life. DNA is an information-containing polymer, similar to tapes or CDs. The difference is DNA is very
superior in retaining information compared to its older version, the RNA. Also, we (as in life-as-we-know-it)
and viruses are competing with each other to survive as a sort of evolutionary arms race. This race began
about 3.5 billion years ago and is going on until today, this is the reason why we are getting newer and
newer versions of coronaviruses (through rapid mutation) infecting organisms, including us, humans.
Finally, hydrothermal vents are speculated to exist on other planets as well, for example, Enceladus
(a moon of Saturn) which has shown images of emitting plumes from its thick ice layer (Figure 6). All of
these examples show different scientific disciplines (e.g., geology, climate change, chemistry, biochemistry,
microbiology, virology, astronomy, etc) in play, that when connected, sums up the two fundamental
questions about nature: how did we appear on Earth, and are we alone in the universe? In other words—
astrobiology.

Figure 6: Illustration of hydrothermal plumes escaping from Enceladus (Saturn’s moon)
Source: https://spacepolicyonline.com/news/evidence-mounts-for-hydrothermal-vents-on-enceladus-geysers-on-europa/
(Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech)
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Publications
HIGH IMPACT JOURNALS
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*Only authors affiliated to IPI are shown.
**First author.
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Activities

Seminar Series 1/2020: What the UKCA chemistry-climate model can tell us
about ozone and methane.
Date: 29 January 2020
Venue: Meeting Room, Research Complex UKM
Organizer: Institute of Climate Change (IPI)
Speaker: Dr. Paul Griffiths (Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge)

Seminar Series 2/2020: Development of near real time regional TEC mapping at
low-latitude Asean region using GNSS stations.
Date: 19 February 2020
Venue: Meeting Room, Research Complex UKM
Organizer: Institute of Climate Change (IPI)
Speaker: Prof. Dr. V Rajesh Chowdhary (International Institute of Information Technology Pune, India)
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Sharing findings session to Yayasan Hasanah on the outcome of
Deforestation and Degradation study
Date: 21 February 2020
Venue: Hasanah Boardroom, Saujana Resort,
Shah Alam
Organizer: Institute of Climate Change (IPI)
and Yayasan Hasanah
Yayasan
Hasanah
has
appointed
Earth
Observation Centre, Universiti Kebangsaan
Malaysia to carry out the study on “Development of
Geospatial
Database
for
Identifying
the
Deforestation and Forest Degradation Areas in
the Central Forest Spine (CFS) of Perak, Kedah,
Pahang, Terengganu and Kelantan”. The objectives
of the initiatives are to help strengthen the capacity
of these states to assess, monitor and report on forest
degradation and deforestation. Mrs Shahira Ahmed
Bazari, Trustee and Managing Director of Yayasan
Hasanah chaired the discussion while Assoc Prof.
Sr Dr Khairul Nizam Abdul Maulud led the team
from EOC. Under Yayasan Hasanah jurisdiction,
EOC is also engaged with other organizations such
as Landskap Malaysia and Tropical Rainforest
Conservation & Research Centre Bhd (TRCRC).

IPI Staff Gathering
Date: 24 June 2020
Venue: Earth Observation Centre (EOC) Building
Organizer: Institute of Climate Change (IPI)
After almost 3 months of Movement Control Order (MCO), IPI has successfully gathered all staff in a
special gathering on 24 June 2020 at EOC Building. The purpose of the gathering is to brief
on the standard operating procedures (SOP) that need to be considered by every staff.
Every staff was motivated to continue working and forward the institute with the new normal.
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Congratulations
GRADUATE ON TIME (GOT)
Norbayah Binti Yusop (PhD)
Thesis Title: Characterisation and Seasonal Analysis of
Cloud-to-Ground Lighting Flash Activity in
Western Antarctica
Main Supervisor: Prof. Ir. Dr. Mardina Abdullah (UKM)
Co Supervisor: Dr. Mohd Riduan Ahmad (UTEM)

HIGH IMPACT JOURNAL
Tayaallen Ramachandran, Mohammad Rashed
Iqbal Faruque, Mohammad Tariqul Islam
Title: A dual band left-handed metamaterial-enabled
design for satellite applications
Journal: Results in Physics (Q1)
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HIGH IMPACT JOURNAL
Eistiak Ahamed, Mohammad Rashed Iqbal Faruque,
Md. Jubaer Alam, Mohd Fais Bin Mansor,
Mohammad Tariqul Islam
Title: Digital metamaterial filter for encoding information
Journal: Scientific Reports (Q1)

STUDENT INNOVATION
Muhammad Khairul Adib Muhammad Yusof, Prof. Ir. Dr. Mardina Abdullah,
Dr. Nurul Shazana Abdul Hamid
Title of Innovation: Optimum Geomagnetic-based Earthquake Monitoring and
Prediction Analyzer (oGEMPA) Software
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INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH GRANT
Prof. Dr. Mohd Nizam Mohd Said, Prof. Dr. Kamisah Osman, Prof. Dr. Lilia Halim
Research Title: Education Policy Review of Five Cluster Countries on How SDG4 can be Accelerated by
Education Interventions.
Amount: USD 39,950
Granted by: UNESCO Jakarta

GANJARAN PENERBITAN UKM

Dr. Kuhan Chandru Balasanthiran
RM 9,000
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Dr. Wan Shafrina Wan Jaafar
RM 7,000

RESEARCH COLLABORATION
IPI has begun collaborating with Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin (UniSZA) since 18 February 2020
via Letter of Intent (LoI) in research related with HF communication testing from Terengganu to
Klang Valley. Dr. Sabirin Abdullah is conducting this research together with his research students.

EXCELLENT SERVICE AWARD 2019

Syarina Md Sah

Siti Aminah Bahari

Nur Afiqah Mohd Zaidi
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